Design.
Passion.
Performance.
Discover a new dimension to personal interior design with
OWA‘s classic mineral tiles, unique design systems and
open space solutions. Innovative ceiling systems to enhance
wellbeing – designed by OWA.

www.owa-ceilings.com
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German Ceiling Engineering
Our corporate success story begins in Bavaria, Germany on September 24, 1948. Driven
by entrepreneurial courage and determination, we continuously develop our processes and
products. Our brand OWA stands for innovative and sustainable ceiling systems for almost
every application like Education, Office, Sports & Leisure, Retail, Hotel & Gastronomy,
Health and Manufacturing & Production.
Ever since our company was founded, our philosophy has been to place the highest demands on
modern design, optimal room acoustics as well as hygiene, resistance to humidity and purity,
thereby actively supporting the intended room function. With mineral ceiling systems based on
the high-quality Odenwald mineral wool produced directly in Bavaria, OWA is focused on delivering high performing products that last.
OWA at a glance
Premium solutions focused on acoustics and design
70+ years of German ceiling engineering
High quality products with rich mineral wool core
Durable surfaces
Easy to install
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OWAlifetime collection
Mineral ceilings for classic design

www.owa-ceilings.com

HIGHEST STANDARDS OF
DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Mineral tiles of the OWAlifetime collection meet highest standards of design
and performance. The tiles are differentiated by their look and functions.
They do not only meet requirements related to construction, but also any
acoustic requirements.
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FINE & FUNCTIONAL

WHITE & BRIGHT

Finetta High NRC

Sandila N/NRC

Finetta features a color-coated surface with fine to mediumcoarse perforations and a homogeneous look. Finetta provides
an excellent level of acoustical balance.

Sandila/N and Sandila/NRC provide increased sound absorption with a
homogeneous look thanks to its finely sanded surface.

Product highlights

Product highlights

- homogeneous surface
- excellent acoustical balance (0.75 NRC/35 dB CAC)
- HPD available
- easy to install

www.owa-ceilings.com

- elegant appearance
- white and bright tile surface
- discreet needling (Sandila N)
- premium acoustics (up to 0.70 NRC/37 dB CAC)
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SUBTLE & ADAPTIVE
Octave
Our product line Octave offers a choice of seven different levels
of acoustic effectiveness to enable precise room acoustics design
coupled with a uniform surface appearance. Depending on the requirements and local conditions, the acoustics can therefore be
subtly adapted without any perceptible differences in appearance.

Product highlights
- seven different acoustic variants
- smooth, monolithic surface finish to match any acoustic
requirement
- available with hygienic finish upon request
- Octave wood provides excellent acoustics with wood
designs

www.owa-ceilings.com
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OWAconsult collection
Design ceilings

www.owa-ceilings.com

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS MEET
PREMIUM ACOUSTICS
Let traditional ceiling tiles shine with OWA`s beautiful design systems.
Whether it be a wood or concrete surface appearance or the unique patterns
of Trapeze, OWA allows you to satisfy your creative vision while delivering
the premium acoustics of our mineral wool technology.
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ACOUSTICS
MEETS NATURE

CONCRETE DESIGN GREAT ACOUSTICS

Bamboo

Opus

Using the natural design and surface appearance of Bamboo,
we have created a ceiling with warm, wood tones and high
levels of sound absorption. Together they provide a pleasant
and elegant environment.

Concrete has its unique place in interior design, as well as
construction. The OWA design team took the visual concept
and created Opus, a concealed grid mineral tile with shadow
gap that replicates the surface appearance of concrete and
provides great sound absorption.

Product highlights

Product highlights

- premium acoustics
- achieve wood aesthetics at economical price
- multiple surface options allow for design creativity

www.owa-ceilings.com

- concrete design meets excellent mineral wool acoustics
- OWA‘s Teccor edge allows monolithic concrete visuals
- unique surface patterns highlight industrial appearance
- fast, easy installation
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A REVOLUTION IN
CEILING DESIGN
Trapeze
Aesthetics, acoustics, light – that’s what Trapeze is all about. A
tile that brings life to ceiling designs. Trapeze helps you create
dynamic structures that have never been seen before, and create
real eye-catchers with the Trapeze LED A.

Product highlights
- diagonally milled lines create intricate ceiling design
- easy installation with 2‘ x 4‘ tiles in system S 15b OWAline
- breathtaking visuals when used with Trapeze LED A
and OWAlight

www.owa-ceilings.com
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OWAconsult collection
Embrace open-space

www.owa-ceilings.com

BRILLIANT DESIGNS WITH EXCELLENT
ACOUSTICS
Open-space plans are at the forefront of modern day design. With owners
looking to maximize their building use while promoting collaboration, it is
more important than ever to create a comfortable, productive environment.
OWA`s award-winning canopy and baffle systems are the perfect solution;
creating ceilings pleasing to the eyes and ears!
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GEOMETRY OF THE EXCLUSIVE

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN FREEDOM

Selecta

Corpus

With Selecta, an exclusive series made of light glasswool absorbers in the A-class format, you can choose from six striking
basic forms with white fleece or colored fabric underside views.
They can be freely combined for highly expressive geometries.
The ceiling canopies, measuring up to 48“ x 94“, are suspended
with ceiling attachments and wires up to 5‘ in length and open up
countless options for creative acoustic solutions beneath almost
any structure.

The Corpus modular canopy system blends avant-garde freedom with classical styling, giving it its own, unmistakable
impression. Ultrafine, white, fleece-covered modules add an
impressive character to any room. In addition there are the
outstanding absorption properties of the individual elements,
which ensure exemplary room acoustics, especially when they
are combined. Corpus was awarded with numerous internationally renowned design awards.

Product highlights

Product highlights

- class A absorption capabilities
- freedom of design with six geometric shapes and sizes
- countless options under any structure
- lightweight, easy-to-install system

www.owa-ceilings.com

- class A absorption capabilities
- freedom of design with modules of five different sizes
and two heights each
- winner of numerous global design awards
- beautiful design with ultrafine, fleece-covered surface

WINNER

DESIGN

& INNO VATION AWARDS 2017
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EVERY CLOUD HAS A
SILVER LINING

OUT IN THE OPEN

Cloud

Square

Baffles arranged in round, cloud-like shapes. Attractive optical
effects can be created using height-offset, inter-penetrating
baffles. Cloud enables dynamic designs under ceilings with integrated systems while also optimising acoustics.

Baffles in an unconventional arrangement as a square ceiling
canopy which looks like a trapezium when viewed from below.
This is made possible by the varying heights and lengths of the
baffles. Square optimises acoustics where closed suspended
ceiling surfaces cannot be installed.

Product highlights

Product highlights

- baffles made of OWA‘s premium Octave tiles
- provide excellent acoustics
- achieve complex design with easy installation
- wide variety of design options

www.owa-ceilings.com

- OWA‘s premium Octave tiles in baffle format
- offer excellent acoustical performance
- beautiful design with ultrafine surface
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AUTHENTIC & PROGRESSIVE

CLEAR & ELEGANT

RAW

OWAplan

The new product line RAW unites the raw and original features
of OWA mineral ceilings with acoustic performance for highend projects. RAW adds unique design highlights, reflects the
trend towards natural materials and blends seamlessly with
the world of modern industrial design.

OWAplan is a seamless ceiling system that unites an impression of space and elegant design with the very latest
technologies. Fine or very fine plaster textures give this ceiling its clear elegance. OWAplan offers pleasant acoustics
and enhanced wellbeing designed by OWA.

Product highlights

Product highlights

- three different surface finishes
- superb acoustic performance
- natural materials and individuality
- unique industrial design made by OWA

www.owa-ceilings.com

- seamless ceiling system offering huge scope for design
- fleece lamination at the factory - less work on site
- two new plastering systems - fine (OWAplan S) and
ultrafine (OWAplan XS)
- airless plaster application (OWAplan XS)

The information in this brochure is up-to-date at the time of publication. Errors and mistakes excepted.
Please contact our competence team OWAconsult for specific advice. Our experts will be happy to answer

OWA USA Corp.
131 Ridge Road, Unit 1N | Munster, IN 46321
(800) 487-4308 | usa@owa-ceilings.com
www.owa-ceilings.com
E-Mail: usa@owa-ceilings.com

WINNER

DESIGN

& INNO VATION AWARDS 2017
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your questions under the following contact details: tel: +49 9373 201-444 or e-mail: info@owaconsult.de

